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Hot Metal® Laminate Gives a Bright Future.
Hot Metal colour Champagne - reed pattern

In September, Hot Metal was proud to attend the official opening of the Dunn & Lewis Complex at
Ulladulla, located on the South Coast NSW. The Dunn & Lewis Youth Development Foundation
responsible for the project, believes that the Complex will positively contribute to young people’s
personal, social and vocational wellbeing. The Complex has been designed primarily as a permanent
memorial for those who lost their life in the Bali attack. It is a building project that has inspired
thousands of people to work together to make the future brighter by providing a better life for today’s
children. The Complex will serve as a unique concept and hopes to be used as a valuable prototype
for rural and regional towns with the aid of Government and community effort. With an emphasis on
youth having a bright positive future, it stands to reason why Hot Metal laminate was chosen for
strategic areas in the first stage of the Complex. Hot Metal Champagne in the reed pattern was used
for its outstanding dimensional metallic finish. It gives the foyer a stylish impact and complements
other quality materials used, such as glass walls that function as a water feature. From the foyer Hot
Metal counter fronts continue the wow factor in the reception area of the Bowling Alley. In an
environment that provides great entertainment, social and sporting activities for all ages, Hot Metal
laminate was chosen to give the Bowling Alley a playful personality and function as a durable surface
finish requiring little maintenance. In addition, Hot Metal was specified because it is an Australian
made and owned product.

Project Designer:
Project Construction:

Andrew Bell - Milton Drafting & Design
Jason – Gibraltar Constructions

Hot Metal® …………..the coolest trend in laminate.
®

®

Hot Metal is Australian designed and manufactured, using handcrafted techniques. Hot Metal is Patent
protected.
For further information and to obtain a sample, visit:
w: www.hotmetal.com.au
or contact Stew Pty Ltd - Hot Metal®
e: info@hotmetal.com.au
t: 02 9905 1371
For information on metal art works visit: www.stewartrienecker.com
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